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Come Join Us !
Feeling “Lucky”?
Try your hand at the
Marble Game!

“Wings In The Wilds”
Saturday, October 24th, 6:00 pm at the
Simcox Party Barn. This will be the last
one, so let’s make it one of the best ever
parties.

Chapter Directors
Pam and Bill
Crissman
Hello All,

On Saturday, November 7th, we will have
the annual Fall Harvest Dinner at Gary
October is here already, and soon we will
and Carol Doverspike’s. After enjoying
be putting the Wings away for a long
an always-delicious dinner, we will be
winter’s nap. Be sure to watch your
e-mails for rides that may happen over the gathering ideas for next year’s ride
next two weekends ... weather permitting. schedule. Be thinking about where you
would like to go—maybe even leading?—on
Thank you to Pat and Jim Delo for
a ride next summer! This is just a
participating in the Pennsylvania District
reminder...more information will be
Couple Of Year process. They made us all
available at the gathering in October.
very proud to be part of Chapter I.
The Marble Game continues - another
Chapter I would like to say “thank you” to month - without a winner! There’s a one in
Chapter V for being the host of All
three chance of pulling the elusive white
Chapters East. Eight members of Chapter I marble at the October 16th gathering. The
traveled to Carlisle to enjoy the weekend
winnings should be over $375! You must
of camping and visiting with friends we
be present to win, so join us at Hoss’s in
have made from other chapters.
DuBois to find out who (if anyone) goes
home with the cash and the great
Congratulations to the I-Peds! They
memories!
received first place honors in both the
Weedville Labor Day - and the New
Bethlehem Peanut Butter Festival parades. Chapter I had 15 bikes
participating in each parade. We all had a
great time and enjoyed the great weather.

Have fun, be safe, and
learn something new!
Bill and Pam
Crissman
Chapter Directors

Remember the Halloween Party on
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I-Peds
Trike
Team
Leaning
Into The
Turn at
Weedville
Labor Day
Parade

Chapter I’s I-Peds Ready for the Peanut Butter Festival Parade:
MJ, Carol, Cindy, Pam, Deb, Doreen, Kathie, Danise, Nancy, Holly, Pat.
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Northeast Region B
Directors

When I got it to them, the guys went right
to work on it and had me up and running
in about 45 minutes. I then asked “Jeff”
Tom and Renee
how much I owed them for the work. He
Wasluck
said “I know you have somewhere to be
We are glad everyone got back home
(welcome party) so look us up tomorrow
safely from Wing Ding 37. Renee and I had and I’ll get with you then.” I could not
a great time attending all of the events,
have asked for better service than that.
even the Operation’s Meeting! We enjoyed Thank you Motor Trike for the best service
helping out at the GWRRA goodies sales,
anyone could ask for!
and even took time to walk around the
This was our fourth time at Wing Ding as
vendors. Renee actually spent more money
Region Directors; and we believe things
on motorcycle stuff than I did. That was
went rather smoothly. Except for the
only because I was waiting to find out how
timing of the photographer. We never were
much we owed Motor Trike for the repairs able to get a group photo with all of the
to our trike.
Region B members that attended Wing
Yes, we had a little trouble getting to Wing Ding. The photographer did not get out to
Ding this year. On the second day of the
the Light Parade until after the start of
trip, we started to have a problem with the classifying and line up. By then, all of us
front universal joint on our trike. We
were spread out performing our assigned
stopped at a Honda dealer in Chattanooga duties for the Light Parade and could not
where they diagnosed the problem, but
assemble to get the group picture. We’re
told me they could not get to fixing it for
sorry that this did not work out. Maybe
three to four weeks. The service manager next year?
there told me I would be okay to travel the
On Wednesday of Wing Ding, we were
next 115 miles to Wing Ding. I took his
involved with the Couple of the Year
advice and kept going. The problem only
selection. Our Region B Couple, Denny
got worse, the further we traveled!
and Kathy Brillhart did a really
We made it to my sister-in-law’s home
right outside of Huntsville. I then called
Motor Trike’s home office to ask them if
they would be able to repair the universal
once they arrived at Wing Ding or would I
have to take it to a local dealer? I was
assured that they would be able to fix it in
Huntsville.

outstanding job. Many of the Region
Directors commented to us about what a
great couple they were, and what a good
job they did in the interviews. Denny &
Kathy made us very proud of our Couples
program here in the Northeast. As judges
for the selection process, we have seen a
great improvement in our Couples over our
past four years. Unfortunately, Denny &
Kathy were not selected as the
International Couple of the Year.

Once I was in the vendor area at Wing
Ding, I went right over to where Motor
Trike was located. They were busy setting
up, so they took my number and said that
they would call me in the morning. I
received a call the next morning to let me
know that they would be able to look at
the Trike at 6pm that evening. They
suggested that I have it brought over in a
trailer.

We would like to congratulate Jim and
Reba Berry, from Region H, who were
selected as the 2015 – 2016 International
GWRRA Couple of the Year.
A heartfelt thank you goes out to all of our
veterans that carried flags into the
opening ceremonies. It was so impressive
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to watch. Thank you
again!

work out too well for him once one of the
police officers noticed what he was trying
to do. I believe that officer gave the driver
an earful and much more.

The rest of the week was
taken up with the Light
Parade and Grand Parade
duties, as well as a few
other minor things. A HUGE “Thank You”
goes out to all who helped with the
parades. Also, a big “Thank You” goes to
Al Stahl, Region Educator, and the those
who organized the judging of the Light
Parade. We believe that, due to the help of
all of you that came out to support Region
B as volunteers for the parades, this was
the best-organized parade - ever - at a
Wing Ding.

At Wing Ding several notable awards were
given out to Region B. At the Master’s
Luncheon on Sunday afternoon, an award
was presented.

If our memory is correct, there were 79
bikes in the Light Parade and 355 in the
Grand Parade. The light parade route
stayed on the convention center grounds
which made viewing the parade very easy
for the membership that attended that
evening. All they had to do was come
outside and find a seat right outside the
coliseum.



Tim and Eileen Guile were recognized
for their accomplishments in MEDIC/
CPR.



Doug and Cindy Motter received a
merit award for their work as
Pennsylvania District Educators.



John Van Duesen is now a certified
Master Trainer.



Ed Heath, VT/NH District Director, was
given a Meritorious Award for all he has
done in his district.



Renee and I were named 2015/2016
International Director of the Year

Renee and I accepted on behalf of all the
hard-working members of Region B. You
Line up for the Light Parade and the Grand are what made this award happen. Please
Parade was a little tricky this year because join us in congratulating all of our Region
we were given a city block of a three-lane Award recipients for the outstanding job
they all do in promoting the Rider
road to use. This made things very
Education, CPR/FA, Leadership Training
interesting when we had to let another
Programs, and Membership Enhancement
vehicle through the lineup.
within our Region. The Northeast Region is
The Grand Parade traveled
certainly doing extremely well in the all of
through Huntsville and ended these areas!
up at the convention center.
At the opening ceremonies, Ray Garris,
The ride through town was
approximately 12 miles, with Director of GWRRA, announced the location
a lot of people on the streets of Wing Ding 38...Billings, Montana. This
will be the second time we will attend Wing
watching us go by. The Huntsville police
Ding in Billings.
department did an outstanding job with
traffic control.
Billings, Montana is a great location for
During the 12-mile route, there had to be Wing Ding with lots of parking, a very
large facility to house all of the vendors
at least 30 - or more - intersections
and seminars. Great riding to and from the
blocked off until all of the motorcycles
event. We can’t wait…it promises to be
passed through. There was even one
person that thought that he could squeeze another good time.
his car in with the parade. That did not

At the end of September, we had to say
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“so long” to very good friends and officers
in Region B. We lost a valuable part of the
core team. Retirement and the warmth of
the southern states called out their names.
Al & Vicki Stahl have decided that it’s
time to stay south for the year. They have
done a lot for the members, keeping us
informed and educated about our
motorcycles, helping us to stay safe. If you
were willing to learn, Al & Vicki were
always there to help. We would like to
thank them for everything they have done
for the Region. We wish them well in their
new life as a retired southern couple.

willingness to help others that make them
great candidates for the Region Educators
position. So, we are proud to announce
that as of October 1st, John and Pam Van
Duesen have been appointed as the new
Region Educators for Region B. Please join
us in welcoming them to our Region Team.
Reminder to all District Officers: The
Region meeting will be held on November
7 in Round Lake, New York.
The weather has been changing, leaves are
starting to fall, please be careful when you
are out riding.
Ride Safe & Have Fun

John & Pam Van Duesen have been
working with Al and Vicki as Assistant
Region Educators for some time. This was
time well spent, learning the ropes as an
educator. It’s the enthusiasm and

Tom and Renee Wasluck
Northeast Region B Directors
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Pennsylvania
District Directors

chapters even before they were officially
appointed assistants.

Rick and Andi Riek

We are also looking forward to the
assistants helping with the year-end
paperwork. This will definitely take some of
the load off Andi and me.

Hello fellow Gold Wingers.
September is behind us, the kids are back
to school, the leaves are starting to
change, and I hate to say this but autumn
is in the air. The only thing we can hope
for now is maybe Mother Nature will be
kind and give us some nice weather in the
month ahead so we don’t have to park the
Wings just yet.

Now that we are coming to the time of
year for officer change, I would like to talk
about chapter leadership and what it takes
to be a leader. Not all chapters will be
changing leadership at this time, but
sometime in the future, your chapter will
be changing officers. So for curiosity’s
sake, I started looking on the web for
information on how to succeed as a leader.

With a nip in the air and the leaves
changing, while we are not ready for this,
it did get our minds thinking about the
usual changes that happen in winter. A
couple of things we can't help thinking
about are charter fees coming due, end-ofthe-year paperwork, and change of chapter
officers. Some of us say, “Holy cow! Where
did the time go? We have been leading our
chapter, and now it's over.”

The following are some tips on becoming a
leader of your chapter. Maybe not this
year, but how about in the coming years
when the current chapter leader’s tenure is
coming to an end and they ask, how would
you like to step up and lead the chapter?

Contrary to what most
Your leading the chapter is coming to an
people believe,
end but someone else's is just beginning.
leadership is not
New officers are full of anticipation, and
about power.
making plans about where they are going
Unfortunately, way too
to lead the chapter. This is a good time for
many people believe it
outgoing chapter leaders to encourage
is, and they let the
incoming officers.
"power" go to their heads. Then they end
up being despised instead of looked up to
Speaking of new officers, we are sure by
as the leaders of the group. Being a leader
now that you heard that we made an
is not about harassing people or driving
addition to the District team. The PA
them through the use of fear.
District is pleased to announce that Harold
and Diane Jackson have been appointed It is about encouraging others towards the
to Assistant District Directors. With their
goal of the organization. It is putting
energy and enthusiasm, they bring a whole everyone on the same page and helping
new outlook to the district. By adding them them see the big picture of the
to the team we are hoping this will
organization. You must be a leader, not a
improve communication between our
boss.
chapters and the district. We have made
some changes to the chapter assignments, To begin with, you have to get people to
and they are listed on the district website. follow you. How is this accomplished?
People follow others when they see a clear
Take some time to check it out. To show
sense of purpose. They get the same
how eager Harold and Diane are, they
"vision" that the leader has. People will
have been working with the western
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only follow you if they see that you know
where you are going. Remember that
bumper sticker? The one that says, don't
follow me, I'm lost too? The same holds
true for leadership. If you don’t know
where you're headed, chances are people
will not follow you.

It is not learned overnight, it is an
ongoing process. One thing to keep in
mind is: It’s about the members around
you, and ultimately the goal you are trying
to reach.

Do you have the drive and desire required
of leaders? Do you have the desire to work
Being a leader is also not about what
cooperatively with other people? Then start
you make others do. It's about who you now. Take your stand and begin becoming
are, what you know, and what you do. You a good leader today. Just being, or
are a reflection of what your subordinates claiming to be, a leader isn't enough, you
must be. They will duplicate their leader's need to BE a good, strong leader.
actions.
Look around and see which chapters have
Leaders are not do-it- the energetic and enthusiastic chapter
all heroes. You should
leadership and I will guarantee these are
not claim to know
the chapters always having fun and always
everything, and you
on the go.
should not rely upon your
Until next time, be safe and
skills alone. You should
remember - all the gear all
recognize and take
the time.
advantage of the skills
and talents your chapter
Rick and Andi Riek
members have. Being a leader takes a
Pennsylvania District
good deal of work and time.
Directors

Have you visited the
Chapter I website recently?
This is THE place to learn about
GWRRA and Pennsylvania Chapter I!
8

Assistant Chapter
Directors

rides a Can Am, and we hope that she
comes back and joins our fun chapter!

Ray and Doreen
Snyder

The Peanut Butter Festival Parade was the
next event where the turnout was 15
bikes, 27 members, and 1 guest. The
Hi everyone!
Ladies Trike Team performed again, and It is hard to believe that yesterday the first again - won first place! Congratulations
again!
day of fall has come and gone! The
weather has been beautiful! We hope that
Some stayed for the Festival after the
you have been able to get out and ride
parade, some left for home as the skies
before the bad weather comes!
were looking dark and there was a mist in
the air! We stayed at the Festival for a
Labor Monday was the day of the
while, and I got three jars of goober jelly
Weedville Parade with 27 member and 7
peanut butter. Bob and Becky loaded
guests participating. There were 15
their trailer with lots of jars. They said that
motorcycles there, and the Ladies Trike
many of their family and friends were
Team (the I-Peds) performed and won
getting a jar, but Ray just thinks that they
first place! Congratulations to all!
really, really love peanut butter!
After eating lunch at the Festival, there
September 24th was the Meet & Eat at Our
were nine bikes that rode on a northern
Hometown Restaurant in Reynoldsville,
route and six of those bikes ended up at
where 18 gathered for dinner. We got
Clearfield for supper.
there later than others, but got to see
The Meet & Eat at Dr. Doolittle’s Roadside most before they left. There is one more
Creamery was well-attended with a
Meet & Eat on the schedule...October 8th at
headcount of 14.
the DuBois Diner.
At the Gathering, we talked about the
State Rally that will be next May in State
College. We also talked a little about the
Talent Show.

We hope that we continue to have nice
weather for fall! Take
care and be safe!

Ray and Doreen
We had friend of ours, Judy Mitchell that Snyder
came to the gathering, and sat with us and
Assistant Chapter
met other members of the chapter. She
Directors
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From the
Goodies Department…
Chapter Wear

Check This Out !
For Sale:

A variety of Chapter Wear items
are available from the suppliers below.

*1989 QUICK CAMP Motorcycle Pop Up
camper. Excellent shape. Asking
$1000. Contact Mel Smith at 592-5350.

Secco Designs
If ordered “in quantity” from Secco Designs,
prices are as follows.
Polo Shirts:
Small to XL $12.00*
2XL
$13.00*
3XL to 5XL $14.00*
T-Shirts:
Short Sleeve Long Sleeve
Small to XL $ 8.00*
$11.00*
2XL
$ 9.00*
$12.00*
3XL to 5XL $10.00*
$13.00*
Hoodie Sweatshirt:
Small to XL $25.00*
2XL
$26.00*
3XL to 5XL $28.00*
* Name added is $1.00 added to the price

*WINDWARD Camper. Gently used.
King-sized bed with 6 x 6 sitting area.
If seriously interested,
call Dick at 814-856-3222.

*MARKLAND Heal/Toe Shifter &
Floorboards. Fits GL1500. Very good
condition with little to no rust. Check
Chapter I website Classified ads for
pictures and what all comes with. Asking
$275. Contact Gary & Lori Schill at
814-229-6314.

Biker King

*Driver backrest for GL1500. Adjustable
from front-to-back using chromed sliding
tubes. Retails for about $210. Asking
$75. See Chapter I website Classified
ads for pictures. Contact Lori Schill at
814-229-6314.

One of our advertisers, and Chapter
members, Biker King offers a wide
variety of high-quality Chapter I
clothing in various price ranges many featuring exclusive “Gold or
Black Glitz” (sparkling metal flake)
printing of logos and names. Order
just one ... or more!
Go to Biker King’s website to view the
selection, and pricing, of available
Chapter I gifts and wearables. Complete
your order online and have your items
delivered to your home … usually within
one week!
Biker King not only advertises here, but
also supports Chapter I by donating a
portion of your purchase price back to
the chapter.

Black Denim Vests
Brookville Motorsports, one of our
advertisers and Chapter members, now
stocks a very attractive black denim vest
in sizes S to 5XL. Contact Dale or Lisa at
814-849-0004 for current pricing and
availability. More
info concerning
these vests are on
the Chapter website
merchandise page.

GWRRA Chapters of the Pennsylvania District

GWRRA and Chapter I Bike Flags, Patches, Pins,
& Pin Locks! Contact Dave or Cindy Marconi at
raidersdavecindy@yahoo.com with inquiries and
orders. Payment due upon receipt of order.
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Birthdays

Anniversaries

1...Carol Doverspike
17…Mark Carlson
20…Anna Adams
20…Helen Long
21…Debbie Carlson
21...Donna Miller
25…John Battick
28…Bob Crawford

14…Bob & Joanna Crawford
16…Bill & Peg Zortman

Thinking of You ...

Have you enrolled
in the GWRRA
“Levels Program?”

Please keep Don Marnati in your
thoughts and prayers. During the
weekend of September 19th, he was
first admitted to Clearfield Hospital with
bleeding on the brain. He was then
transferred to Geisinger Medical Center
in Danville, where he underwent
surgery. The doctors are hopeful for a
full recovery following a stay at a
rehabilitation facility in Pleasant Gap.

Contact the Chapter
Educator to enroll
now!
Are you “current”
in the Levels
Program?
Check your status at: www.gwrra.org.
On the Rider Education page, click on
“My R.E. Information” and log in to see
where you stand.
Watch for announcements here and in
your email inbox about upcoming
education opportunities!

SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS !
The advertisements in this newsletter
have been purchased by businesses that
support our chapter.

We encourage you to accept the
challenge to make the commitment, learn
the skills, and apply what you learn so
that you can make motorcycling safer,
increase your riding skills, and make
other drivers more aware of motorcycles.

We encourage you to thank them by
giving them your business, whenever
possible. Be sure to tell them that you
saw their ads in the
PA Chapter I newsletter!

Safety doesn’t happen by accident!
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October 2015
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
1

FRIDAY
2

SATURDAY
3
Pennsylvania
Grand Canyon
Ride

4

5

6

7

8

9
Dinner Ride:
DuBois Diner

11

12
Columbus Day

18

19

13

14

15

Staff Meeting
20

Gravity Hill Ride
16

26

27

17

PA-I Gathering
21

22

23

N.6 Report Due!
25

10

28

29

Newsletter
Submissions
Due!

24
Halloween Party

30

31
Halloween

Notes:

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3RD - Pennsylvania Grand Canyon Ride - Meet at Sears Parking Lot, DuBois
Mall…Ray & Doreen Snyder are leading this ride - WEATHER PERMITTING! Leaving at 9:00 am
SHARP. Have your tanks (bike & belly) full and bladders empty!
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8TH - Meet & Eat - DuBois Diner, 150 West DuBois Avenue, Dubois
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10TH - Gravity Hill Ride (Version 2) - Terry Mauk is leading a second ride to
"Gravity Hill." Meet up at the Brookville Sheetz. Have your tank and belly full...and be ready to leave
at 9:00 am. Can't get to Sheetz by 9? How about the Punxsy Wal-Mart at 9:30?
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13TH - Staff Meeting (Staff Only) - 7:30 pm at Simcox Party Barn
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16TH - Chapter I Gathering - Everyone is welcome! Dinner on your own at 6:30
p.m. Gathering begins at 7:30 p.m. Hoss's Steak & Sea House, Liberty Boulevard, DuBois
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22ND - N.6 Reports Are Due!
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24TH - Chapter I Halloween Party - 6:00 at The Simcox Party Barn (tune your
GPS to 2188 Stevenson Hill Road).
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25TH - Chapter I Newsletter Submission Are Due! Have something to publish
in next month's Chapter I Newsletter? Contact wingnutlori@gmail.com
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But still come, even if you choose not to wear a costume.
for Best costumes!
(weather permitting, of course…
so bring a warm coat or blanket for the ride)

The energetic young magicians/comedians that delighted the crowd at
last year’s Halloween party are coming back to The Party Barn.
Hot Dogs, Sloppy Joes, Cappuccino, Hot Cocoa, and other drinks.
Bring a covered dish if you want. Gold Wingers love to eat!!
If you have any questions or need directions please call:
George’s Cell 590-4110 or Kathie’s Cell 590-1566

George and Kathie Simcox have hosted the Chapter I Halloween Party
for many - many - years. But all good things must come to an end.
G & K need a break, so this is their last Halloween Party for a while.
If anyone else wants to do it next year that would be great!
13

Chapter Educators
Lori and Gary Schill
Submitted by Lori Schill

Five Key Points to
Safe Riding

over. Trained riders know better.

5. Never stop riding the bike. Don’t
ever give up control of your motorcycle.
“Laying it down” is not a strategy.
The person with the most control of any
situation is you. Look where you want
to go, countersteer or use maximum
braking to avoid a crash.

1. Assume you are invisible to other
drivers. Don’t ever assume another
driver knows you’re there. Adhere to
the attitude that no one else on the
road is concerned with your personal
safety.
Learn to use a riding strategy like SEE
(search, evaluate, execute) to manage
the roadway and traffic.
2. Look where you want to go. It’s
called visual directional control. Keep
your head and eyes oriented 3-4
seconds ahead of you when cornering.
In an emergency, do not stare at the
guardrail, the gravel shoulder, or the
oncoming car –– chances are you’ll hit
whatever you’re trying to avoid. (The
term for this is target fixation.)

Source: Office of Traffic Safety, A
Division of the Minnesota Department
of Public Safety
https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/ots/
mmsc/riding-tips/Pages/ridingstrategies.aspx

You can get instruction and practice in all
of these techniques in a controlled setting
by taking a basic or advanced training
course. Since this year’s riding season is
just about wrapped up, you probably won’t
find a course in Pennsylvania now. That
doesn’t mean that you cannot look ahead
to Spring!
Go to www.pamsp.com, create an account
(if you don’t already have one), and start
watching for the 2016 class schedule.
There’s a class that’s perfect for you!

3. Countersteer. Use precise inputs to
the handgrips, not body lean, to lean
the motorcycle. When you countersteer, Basic Rider Course (BRC) - a great class
for beginners and passengers.
you initially turn the handlebars in the
opposite direction you think you should. Basic Rider Course 2 (BRC2) - further
refines riding skills (for two- and threePress forward on the right handgrip,
wheeled riders).
the bike leans right. Press forward on
the left handgrip, the bike leans left.
Advanced Rider Course (ARC) - eighthour course that furthers skills and
Note: countersteering is not how you
concentrates on personal risk,
turn a motorcycle; it’s how you lean a
perception, and hazard awareness. (Note
motorcycle
open to three-wheeled riders.)
4. Use both brakes. Your front brake
3 Wheel Basic Rider Course (3WBRC) provides 70 percent or more of your
entry-level, learn-to-ride course taken on
stopping power in an emergency.
your own 3Squeeze , do not grab, the front brake,
wheeler.
and keep squeezing, increasing the
squeezing pressure until you’ve slowed Lori Norris Schill
sufficiently or stopped.
Chapter Educator
Untrained riders are often afraid to use
the front brake, for fear of flipping
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2015 Chapter I
Couple Of The Year
Jim and Pat Delo
As I sit here and write this little note, I
can’t help but be thankful for everything
Jim and I have. We have our health (fairly
good), a lovely family, and great friends in
Chapter I and throughout GWRRA.

Bethlehem at the Peanut Butter Festival.
The rain came in the morning but skies
cleared by afternoon, and we again had
those ladies out on their tricycles and,
guess what? First place again! Boy, can
Nancy shake it.

Right after the parade, four couples started
out for Hershey to take a look at some
RV’s. Again Dana was able to keep us in
front of the rain, and he put an order in for
“no rain” on Sunday. The RV show in
We have been pretty busy this last month. Hershey is sooooooo big. We walked and
There was the parade at Weedville and the walked and walked and looked and looked
I-Peds did the routine that Danise Hartle
and looked and a couple even bought. Look
worked so hard to teach us. Danise, give
for those new campers next year.
up. Most of us are senior citizens, but to no
one’s surprise, the ladies came in first
There are some of us taking off this
place. I believe the newspaper said we
weekend for All Chapters East. We’ll report
were “A crowd pleaser.”
on all the fun we had in next month’s
newsletter article.
The gathering was a nice evening, but
turned emotional and sad when Pam let us Take care! Hopefully, there are still more
know that, because of her work
beautiful days for riding. The leaves are
obligations, she didn’t feel that she could
starting to change, and we live in a perfect
give us the time that was needed and that place to see the colors.
as of the first of the year she is stepping
down. She assured us that she is still going Until next time,
RIDE SAFE!
to be an active member … and she better
be.
Jim and Pat Delo
th
On Saturday, September 19 , there was
Chapter I COY
another parade...this time in New
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Chapter Advertising for production of a new Goldwing.
Coordinators/
In 2011, the Goldwing was not in
Webmaster
Gary and Lori Schill
Bygone Bikes –
Goldwing…
Through The Years
(2008 thru 2015)
Submitted by Gary Schill
In my last article on Bygone Bikes, Honda
had finally come out with a new, from the
ground up, Goldwing. That was in 2001.
Since then, only one fairly substantial
update was made to the model.
The big news in 2009, was not so much
about big changes in the model; but
rather, where it would be made for at least
the next several years. Honda pulled
production of the Goldwing from
Marysville, Ohio back to Japan. After 27
years in production in the USA, it would no
longer be made here.
This news did not go over well with many
of the Goldwing faithful, and may have
resulted in some lost sales. The changes
which did occur for the last, made-in-theUSA, Goldwing were few - but still
improvements.
The Sat-Nav maps were updated to NT
maps in 2009. Graphics were improved
and easier to read. A Tire Pressure
Monitoring System (TPMS) and XM radio
(available to all Sat-Nav models) made
their appearance. There were six colors of
‘Wing available for this year.
For 2010, many were sure there would be
a brand spanking new Goldwing and
redesign. However, the 2010 lineup was
more of the same old, same old. It was
thought that Honda may have used
existing stock (badged as 2010 models) to
buy time, while the new factory prepared

production at all. Again, the many unsold
2010 GL1800 were the only bikes
available. But this was not the end of the
venerable Goldwing. Will a new,
redesigned ‘Wing finally make its
appearance in 2012?
2012 came with what many thought was a
slightly redesigned ‘Wing. In actuality,
there were many changes made.

A major redesign of the side saddlebags
increased their capacity, and updated the
looks quite nicely. Although it is said that
the top trunk received some modification
so that it more closely matched the new
saddlebags, most will agree that Honda
may have missed the mark there.
A slight - but still noticeable - change was
made to the vent on the windshield
cowling. A contrasting silver color on the
side fairing and reshaping of that vent also
made its appearance. 20112 brought
electronic amenities such as a nextgeneration GPS navigation with
programming to share favorite ride routes,
which can be accessed online via
computer. There was now a built-in MP3/
iPod® interface for the new SRS CS Auto™
technology surround-sound system.
Greater protection from wind and weather
was said to have been made, as well as
revised suspension settings for enhanced
ride and comfort.
For 2013, there were no major - or even
minor - changes evident. Color availability
reportedly remained the same as 2012.
In 2014, there were few changes, other
than the previous silver-colored side panel
that was now the same as the body color.
This was a sore spot for many. Others still
liked the silver panels just fine. To each,
his own.
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2015, the current model, sports few
changes from 2014. A new, blacked out
color scheme was introduced with black
mufflers, cylinder head covers, wheels,
frame members, handlebars, and more.
There have been only three colors
available since 2014.
2016 is rapidly approaching, and although
there are supposedly pictures and specs
for the 2016’s on the Internet, they all
appear to be 2015’s. So, the wait

From The
Recipe Box

continues. Will the new ‘Wing bring some
changes? Will they be basically the same
since 2012? Will the top trunk finally
match the saddlebags? Only time will tell.
Gary Schill
Advertising
Coordinator/
Webmaster

Directions:
1. Prepare two cookie sheets by
spraying lightly with cooking spay.

Submitted by
Jodi Lufsey

2. Divide the puffcorn into two large
bowls (it’s much easier to handle in
two bowls).

You’ve enjoyed this at
various Chapter I events…
now you can
make your own!

3. Combine sugar, butter, karo, and
salt.

Jodi’s (Famous) Popcorn

4. Bring to a boil.

Ingredients












5. Reduce heat slightly and boil for 5
minutes.

2 ½ Bags Butter
Flavor Chester’s
Puffcorn (a.k.a.,
hull-less popcorn)
2 Cups Brown
Sugar
2 Sticks Butter
1/2 Cup White Karo
Syrup
Dash of Salt
1 Teaspoon Baking Soda
Cooking Spray
Chocolate Discs (Dark and/or White)

6. Add 1 teaspoon of baking soda, and
stir well, until color lightens and
consistency changes.
7. Pour over popcorn and mix well.
8. Spread on two lightly-sprayed cookie
sheets.
9. Bake at 200O for one hour, stirring
every 15 minutes.
10.Drizzle with melted dark chocolate,
white chocolate, or both. (Jodi likes
to use the chocolate discs.)
11.Seal to store.
12.Spanish peanuts may be added, if
desired.
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My favorite day of all
is the beginning of fall.
The leaves show off their glamour
and show no more...amour.

The Ambassadors of Fun (Danise
(Bill & Nora Jean Nall)
Hartle and Kathie Simcox) engaged
Chapter I in an activity at the gathering on
Friday, September 18th. They handed out
notecards and pencils to each table with
Trees change colors
instructions to write a poem about FALL.
And grass stops growin’,
After a short time, each table had finished Paul & Helen
stop all their mowin’.
their assignment. Some were better than
The water is still,
others. Dana offered to write a poem that
And turns to ice,
begins, “There once was a man from
Being part of PA-I
Nantucket…” but (fortunately) that one did Is really nice.
not materialize. Might we have another
(Paul & Helen Snyder)
Elizabeth Barrett Browning or Robert Frost
in our midst? We shall let the reader
decide!
As we travel along the way,
Please enjoy Chapter I’s…
We can always enjoy
The bright colors each day.
Red, yellow, orange, and green,
All these colors can be seen,
Through the eyes of Chapter I.
Yellow, orange, and red,
(Gary & Carol Doverspike, Nancy Knarr,
Are colors that we see.
Pat Delo)
As we ride our bikes,
It makes us feel free!
Leaves are red,
The sky is blue.
We like to be
As you ride your cycle,
Out in the sun.
Make sure they see you!
But after fall,
(Judy Mitchell, Larry Pounds, Lee & Donna
The riding is done!
Miller, Ray & Doreen Snyder)

Autumn leaves fall
red and bright,
make sure you keep
your cycle upright!

(Gary & Lori Schill)

Spring has sprung,
Fall has fell.
Winter has come,
And it’s colder than he--!

(Judy Mitchell, Larry Pounds, Lee & Donna
Miller, Ray & Doreen Snyder) It is getting colder
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(Gary & Lori Schill)

And we are getting older.
The wind blows the leaves around,
And they fall to the ground.
We hoped to ride more
but the time is near,
To put the bikes away
for the rest of the year

Leaves are falling.
Look at all the pretty colors.
Some yellow, red & orange.
Oh how we love the pretty colors.
(Kevin & Suzanne Smith)

Five little pumpkins

(Deb Smith, John & Yvonne Battick, M.J. Sitting on the fence.
Lijewski, Rich Heschke)

George fell off and broke his head.
Four little pumpkins on a fence, one
fell off and split his head.
Three little pumpkins went to bed,
Two little pumpkins on a fence,

Some people call it fall,
Some people call it autumn.
I don’t care what you call it.
As long as I’m on my bottom.
Seeing the sights and smelling the air,
Riding my bike, sitting on my derriere!

(Dave & Cindy Marconi, George Simcox)

(Dale & Lisa Bundy)

(Editor’s Note: We shall mark this last
poem as “a work in progress” that either
wasn’t completed or was too difficult to
transcribe.)

MISSING YOU!

Leaves are falling,
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When Danise and I first
joined GWRRA, our initial
impression was that we
may not be very active in
the chapter. We didn't
know very many people
and were not sure that being a member of
the Gold Wing Road Riders Association was
our cup of tea. It only took attending three
meetings in a row to learn that this was a
fun group of people and a great place to
share the sport of motorcycling. We have
had so much fun that we want to
encourage all of you to not miss out on the
opportunities that membership brings.

part in any of the rides, you have not
learned what being a member includes.

We had a lot of things going on in our life
this year that precluded us from making
Gold Wing a major part of our life. We got
a lot of things done around our house but
there is a part of our life that is missing.
That part is spending time with all of you.

Dana and Danise Hartle
(Have held too many GWRRA positions
to enumerate here)

If you don't like people, hate to laugh, find
food disgusting, and wish you owned a
hang glider instead of a motorcycle...we
are definitely not the group for you.
If you enjoy new experiences, seeing new
places, food and laughter, along with the
sport of motorcycling then we are the place
for you.
Get off the couch and cut your losses,
come join your friends, and we'll see you at
Hoss's!

We have made it back to the last two
gatherings but have noticed that some of
you are AWOL. We wanted to let you know
that your absence is noticed and you are
missed. We encourage you to add GWRRA
events to your calendar.
"Why?" you may ask.
We want you to experience the same fun
with friends and travel that we have
enjoyed the past 14 years. It is worth
investing your time building relationships
with people in this organization. Like
anything in life, you get out of it what you
put into it. The rewards are outstanding!
If you, like us, have taken some time to do
other things, your break is over. It's time
to come home!
If you are a new member and are
wondering why you joined, I encourage
you to come back and take part in the
chapter's activities. If you've only come to
one or two gatherings, and have not taken
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RETRO THINKING

Seventeen PA-I people helped Michele
Crawford celebrate her 21st birthday with
By Peg Zortman
big burgers at Bernie’s Dugout. *Paul
Adams took 4th place with his ’76 Gold
(*designates a deceased
Wing at the “Anything on Wheels Show” in
friend)
Reynoldsville and we were happy to hear
At random, I pulled the PA-I newsletter
that Paul Long was recovering from a
from October, 1991 out of my file. Here is heart attack.
what I read...
The newsletter reported that the State
Bob & Joanna Crawford were our Area
Rally in Williamsport last month, the PA-S
Reps (Chapter Directors) with Bob & Kim (Altoona) Chapter Kickoff, and a ride to
Rudolph as their capable assistants. In
Johnstown (The Incline and the Flood
this newsletter, the Crawfords (Bob,
Museum) were all a lot of fun.
Joanna, and Michele) announced that
We were lending our support to help
effective November 1, 1991 they will step
children with Progeria (It ages them much,
down from their Chapter Leadership
much too fast) through the Sunshine
position.
Foundation.
Joanna was also the Newsletter Editor.
Looking forward to 1992, we were planning
*Laura Mowrey kept the Treasury in
a celebration of the Sixth Anniversary of PA
order, and Dave Moore coordinated the
Rider Education. His wife, the lovely Susan -I, a tour of the Honda Plant in Marysville,
Wing Ding in Madison, Wisconsin, and a
Moore, was in charge of Greeting Cards
State Rally in Mechanicsburg.
and also the Adopt-A Highway Program
that was in full swing.
Yep, even back then...Life with GWRRA’s
Jim & Ginny Nissel took care of our photo Chapter PA-I was good.
Album. Special Events (that was everything
Okay – old memories are filed - now go
else) were capably handled by *Janet
make new ones!
Seaman, Don Marnati, and *Sharon
Tapper.
Peg Zortman
Duane and Roseann Liptak were our
1991 Chapter Couple. Erle & Barb Birt
with Assistants, Paul & Sandi Wolfe, had
stepped into the State leadership positions
that Bill & Peg Zortman had retired from
the month before.

Newsletter Staff Member
&
Chapter Historian

Congratulations
I-Peds Trike Team!

Upcoming events included a Pizza Ride to
Brookville, Adopt-a-Highway litter pickup
The ladies wowed the judges,
and parties at PA-O and PA-A. The
bringing home two first place wins
regular gathering of the participants of PA- this year (at Weedville on September
I was scheduled at Diamond J’s (Yes, that
th
7
and in New Bethlehem on
is the now abandoned Truck Stop at exit
September 19th).
15 [86]) and a PA-I Staff meeting was to
be held at Zortman’s. These were always
You ladies rock … and ROLL!
chapter pot luck parties but what work
needed done got done...eventually.
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